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information to arrive in bits and pieces from the marketing

intelligence system. they often require formal studies of specific

situations. for example, toshiba wants to know how many and what

kinds of people or companies will buy its new superfast laptop

computer. or barat college in lake forest, illinois, needs to know what

percentage of its target market has heard of barat, how they heard,

what they know, and how they feel about barat. in such situations,

the marketing intelligence system will not provide the detailed

information needed. managers will need marketing research.we

define marketing research as the systematic design, collection,

analysis, and reporting of data and findings relevant to a specific

marketing situation facing an organization. every marketer needs

research. marketing researchers engage in a wide variety of activities,

ranging from market potential and market share studies, to

assessments of customer satisfaction and purchase behavior, to

studies of pricing, distribution, and promotion activities.a company

can conduct marketing research in its own research department or

have some or all of it done outside. although most large companies

have their own marketing research departments, they often use

outside firms to do special research tasks or studies. a company with

no research department has to buy the services of research

firms.marketing: the importance of packaging products



appropriatelyin recent times, numerous factors have made packaging

an important marketing tool. increased competition and clutter on

retail store shelves means that packages now must perform many

sales tasks-from attracting attention, to describing the product, to

making the sale. companies are realizing the power of good

packaging to create instant consumer recognition of the company or

brand. for example, in an average supermarket, which stocks 15,000

to 17,000 items, the typical shopper passes by some 300 items per
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